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ABSTRACT
Image Denoising is an important pre-processing
task before further processing of image like
segmentation, feature extraction, texture analysis
etc. The purpose of denoising is to remove the
noise while retaining the edges and other detailed
features as much as possible. This noise gets
introduced during acquisition, transmission &
reception and storage & retrieval processes. As a
result, there is degradation in visual quality of
image. During acquisition, transmission, storage
and retrieval processes an image signal gets
contaminated with noise. In this paper we present
the comparative performance evaluation study for
the various noise reduction filters for the image.
Here we used the filters like winner filter, point
spread function filter for the cameraman image
and apple image etc.
Keywords:- Image denoising, signal-to-noise
ratio, Total variation, Object recognition, Image
processing.
INRODUCTION
Digital images play an important role both in daily
life applications such as satellite television,
magnetic
resonance
imaging,
computer
tomography as well as in areas of research and
technology such as geographical information
systems and astronomy. Data sets collected by
image sensors are generally contaminated by
noise. Imperfect instruments, problems with the
data acquisition process, and interfering natural
phenomena can all degrade the data of interest [5].
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Noise is undesired information in images like
gaussian, salt & pepper, speckle and Poisson.
Unfortunately a signal or an image is corrupted by
noise during its (transmission or acquisition) or
blur from through (camera motion, object motion,
an optical system that is outside of concentrate and
the disturbance in atmospheric). The denoising
process is the one of the applications of the DWT,
which leads to remove the noise from images. The
goal of image denoising is removing noise and
preserving useful information. Wavelet denoising
image is the process the noise removal by using
wavelet thresholding based on optimal selection of
threshold rules. Wavelet thresholding technique
was non-linear, which is made by using wavelet
coefficient, where each coefficient is compared
with threshold, if the threshold value is bigger than
coefficient, it is kept otherwise represent to zero.
Furthermore, noise can be introduced by
transmission errors and compression. Thus,
denoising is often a necessary and the first step to
be taken before the images data is analyzed. It is
necessary to apply an efficient denoising technique
to compensate for such data corruption. Image
denoising still remains a challenge for researchers
because noise removal introduces artifacts and
causes blurring of the images. Noise modeling in
images is greatly affected by capturing
instruments, data transmission media, image
quantization and discrete sources of radiation.
Different algorithms are used depending on the
noise model. Most of the natural images are
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assumed to have additive random noise which is
modeled as a Gaussian. Speckle noise [1] is
observed in ultrasound images whereas Rician
noise [2] affects MRI images. Image Denoising
has remained a fundamental problem in the field of
image processing. Wavelets give a superior
performance in image denoising due to properties
such as sparsity and multi-resolution structure.
With Wavelet Transform gaining popularity in the
last two decades various algorithms for denoising
in wavelet domain were introduced.
The focus was shifted from the Spatial and Fourier
domain to the Wavelet transform domain. Ever
since Donoho’s Wavelet based thresholding
approach was published in 1995, there was a surge
in the denoising papers being published. Although
Donoho’s concept was not revolutionary, his
methods did not require tracking or correlation of
the wavelet maxima and minima across the
different scales [13]. Thus, there was a renewed
interest in wavelet based denoising techniques
since Donoho [4] demonstrated a simple approach
to a difficult problem. Researchers published
different ways to compute the parameters for the
thresholding of wavelet coefficients. Data adaptive
thresholds [6] were introduced to achieve optimum
value of threshold. Later efforts found that
substantial improvements in perceptual quality
could be obtained by translation invariant methods
based on thresholding of an Undecimated Wavelet
Transform [7].
These thresholding techniques were applied to the
no orthogonal wavelet coefficients to reduce
artifacts. Multiwavelets were also used to achieve
similar results. Probabilistic models using the
statistical properties of the wavelet coefficient
seemed to outperform the thresholding techniques
and gained ground. Recently, much effort has been
devoted to Bayesian denoising in Wavelet domain.
Hidden Markov Models and Gaussian Scale
Mixtures have also become popular and more
research continues to be published. Tree Structures
ordering the wavelet coefficients based on their
magnitude, scale and spatial location have been
researched.
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Data adaptive transforms such as Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) have been explored for
sparse shrinkage. The trend continues to focus on
using different statistical models to model the
statistical properties of the wavelet coefficients
and its neighbors. Future trend will be towards
finding more accurate probabilistic models for the
distribution
of
non-orthogonal
wavelet
coefficients.
II SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (SNR)
The noise is unwanted information that corrupts
the image that used in distorting part of image
information. An image is contaminated with noise
through its transmission or acquisition. Noise
elimination is a significant process in image
processing. There are various models of noise like
additive and multiplicative. For various purposes,
remote sensing images and data are employed to
extract certain parameters, detect the presence or
extent of different phenomena, or for
interpretation. These applications require high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) data to achieve good
performance. The data that are contaminated with
noise can cause a failure to extract valuable
information and hamper further interpretation. In
presence of noise in the image, extraction of all the
useful information becomes difficult and noise can
lead to artifacts and loss of spatial resolution in the
image.
III PRPOSED AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK
There are several methods for noise elimination,
they are linear and nonlinear filtering. Image
denoising techniques will remove these kinds of
noises while keeping the significant properties.
Mean and median filters are represented spatial
filters that utilized to eliminate the noise from
images. The drawback of them is that they are
make a soft data to minimize noise and blur edges
in image. The detail coefficients are used for
removing noise from image. Removing the noise
from the signal will ease the processing. A good
image denoising system is the removing noises in
addition to edges are kept.
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The filter was introduced by Norbert wiener in
1940’s. A major contribution was the use of a
statistical model for the estimated signal. It is
solve the estimated problem for stationary signal.
Wiener filters are a class of optimum linear filters
which involve linear estimation of a desired signal
sequence from another related sequence. In the
statistical approach to the solution of the linear
filtering problem, we assume the availability of
certain statistical parameters (e.g. mean and
correlation functions) of the useful signal and
unwanted additive noise. The problem is to design
a linear filter with the noisy data as input and the
requirement of minimizing the effect of the noise
at the filter output according to some statistical
criterion. A useful approach to this filteroptimization problem is to minimize the meansquare value of the error signal that is defined as
the difference between some desired response and
the actual filter output. For stationary inputs, the
resulting solution is commonly known as the
Weiner filter. Its main purpose is to reduce the
amount of noise present in a signal by comparison
with an estimation of the desired noiseless signal.

Fig 1. Upload the original image of cameraman for
experimental work.

The proposed system consists of main four stages
are discrete wavelet transform, denoising wavelet,
fusion stage and inverse discrete wavelet
transform. The key idea of this proposed is
applying DWT on a set of images with two
decomposition level. Then is utilized denoising
wavelet techniques on the detail coefficient which
is performed by soft and hard thresholding with
using universal and Bayes thresholds. After that
the optimal sub bands for fusion process is
selected. Finally, apply IDWT process on fused
image to convert it to spatial domain for purpose
getting on the output image.
Fig 2. Restored image with true SAF.
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Fig 3. Restored image with noise to signal ratio.
IV CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Image processing is a field that continues to grow,
with new applications being developed at an ever
increasing pace. It is a fascinating and exciting
area with many applications ranging from the
entertainment industry to the space program.
Image processing is any form of signal processing
for which the input is an image, such as
photographs or frames of video and the output of
image processing can be either an image or a set of
characteristics or parameters related to the image.
The image denoising naturally corrupted by noise
is a classical problem in the field of signal or
image processing. Images are often corrupted with
noise during acquisition, transmission, and
retrieval from storage media.
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